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Abstract
In this paper, we establish reverse Hölder’s inequality on time scales via diamond
integral, which is deﬁned as an ‘approximate’ symmetric integral on time scales.
Moreover, we give some generalizations of diamond integral Hölder’s inequality
which is due to Brito da Cruz et al. Several other related inequalities are also presented.
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1 Introduction
The famous inequality due to Hölder can be stated as follows (see [, ]).
Theorem . (see [, ]) Let f (x) > , g(x) > , p > , /p + /q = . If f (x) and g(x) are












Hölder’s inequality is of great interest in the qualitative theory of diﬀerential equations
as well as other branches of mathematics.
In [], the authors obtained the delta integral Hölder inequality on time scales as fol-
lows.

















Nabla and diamond-α integral Hölder’s inequality on time scales was established in [],
which can be demonstrated as follows.
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Theorem . Let f , g,h : [a,b] → R be ♦α-integrable functions, and /p + /q =  with
















Recently Anwar et al. [] applied the theory of isotonic linear functionals to derive the
following Hölder inequality.
Theorem . For p > , deﬁne q = p/(p–). Let E ⊂Rn be as in Theorem . in [].Assume












More recently Brito da Cruz et al. [] introduced diamond integral Hölder’s inequality
on time scale as follows.
Theorem . Let f , g : T→R be ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, p >  with /p + /q = . Then we












The purpose of this paper is to establish a reverse version and some generalizations of
inequality (.). Some other related results are also considered. This paper is organized as
follows. In Section , we introduce basic deﬁnitions and some preliminary results which
are necessary in the sequel. Namely, we brieﬂy introduce the nabla and the delta calculus
[, ]. We also present the notions of diamond-α integral and diamond integral which
is deﬁned as an ‘approximate’ symmetric integral on time scales, respectively [, –]; in
Section , we give themain results; in Section , we establish some further generalizations
and reﬁnements of diamond integral Hölder’s inequality; in Section , a subdividing of
Hölder’s inequality is obtained.
2 Preliminaries
A time scale T is an arbitrary nonempty closed subset of real numbers and has the topol-
ogy that it inherits from the real numbers with the standard topology. Let T be a time
scale.We consider two jump operators. The forward jump operator σ : T→ T denoted by
σ (t) := inf{s ∈ T : s > t} with inf∅ = supT (i.e., σ (M) =M if T has a maximum M); and the
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backward jump operator ρ : T → T denoted by σ (t) := sup{s ∈ T : s < t} with sup∅ = infT








T \ infT if infT is ﬁnite and right-scattered,
T, otherwise.
We set Tκκ := Tκ ∩Tκ .
Deﬁnition . ([]) Let T be a time-scale and f : T→R. f is delta diﬀerentiable at t ∈ Tκ
if there is a number f (t) with the property that for all ε > , there exists a neighborhood
U of t such that
∣∣f (σ (t)) – f (s) – f (t)(σ (t) – s)∣∣ ≤ ε∣∣σ (t) – s∣∣
for all s ∈ U . f (t) is called the delta derivative of f at t. If f is delta diﬀerentiable for all
t ∈ Tκ , then f is said to be delta diﬀerentiable.
Deﬁnition . ([]) Let T be a time-scale and f : T→R. f is called nabla diﬀerentiable at
t ∈ Tκ if there is a number f ∇ (t) with the property that for all ε > , there exists a neigh-
borhood V of t such that
∣∣f (ρ(t)) – f (s) – f ∇ (t)(ρ(t) – s)∣∣ ≤ ε∣∣ρ(t) – s∣∣
for all s ∈ V . f ∇ (t) is called the nabla derivative of f at t. If f is nabla diﬀerentiable for all
t ∈ Tκ , then f is nabla diﬀerentiable.
In what follows, assume that a,b ∈ T with a < b, [a,b]T = {t ∈ T : a≤ t ≤ b}.
Deﬁnition . ([]) A function F : T→R is said to be a delta antiderivative of f : T→R
if F(t) = f (t) holds true for all t ∈ Tκ . We may deﬁne the delta integral of f from a to b
(or on [a,b]T) by
∫ b
a
f (t)t = F(b) – F(a).
Deﬁnition . ([]) A functionG : T→R is said to be a nabla antiderivative of g : T→R
if G∇ (t) = g(t) holds true for all t ∈ Tκ . We may deﬁne the nabla integral of g from a to b




For the properties of the delta and nabla integrals, please refer to [, ].
For a function f : T→R, we deﬁne f σ (t) = f (σ (t)) and f ρ(t) = f (ρ(t)).
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Deﬁnition . ([]) Assume that t, s ∈ T, μt,s = σ (t) – s and ηt,s = ρ(t) – s. A function
f : T→R is called diamond-α diﬀerentiable at t ∈ Tκκ if there is a number f ♦α (t) with the
property that for all ε > , there exists a neighborhood U of t such that, for all s ∈U ,
∣∣α[f σ (t) – f (s)]ηt,s + ( – α)[f ρ(t) – f (s)]μt,s – f ♦α (t)μt,sηt,s∣∣ ≤ ε|μt,sηt,s|.
If f ♦α (t) exists for all t ∈ Tκκ , then f is called diamond-α diﬀerentiable.
Theorem. ([]) Let ≤ α ≤ . If f is both nabla and delta diﬀerentiable at t ∈ Tκκ , then
f is diamond-α diﬀerentiable at t and
f ♦α (t) = αf (t) + ( – α)f ∇ (t). (.)
Remark . ([]) If α =  in (.), then we obtain the delta derivative; if α =  in (.),
then we obtain the nabla derivative.
Remark . The diamond-α derivative was deﬁned by equality (.) in [].
Deﬁnition . ([]) Assume that a,b ∈ T, a < b, h : T→R and α ∈ [, ]. Wemay deﬁne










where h is both delta and nabla integrable on [a,b]T.
For related results concerning the diamond-α integral, please refer to [–] and the
references therein.
In [], the authors deﬁned the real function γ by
γ (t) := lim
s→t
σ (t) – s
σ (t) + t – s – ρ(t) .
The above function is very important in the deﬁnition of diamond integral (Deﬁnition .).




 if t is dense,
σ (t)–t
σ (t)–ρ(t) if t is not dense.
Deﬁnition . (see []) Assume that f : T → R and a,b ∈ T, a < b. We may deﬁne the










 – γ (t)
)
f (t)∇t,
where γ f is delta integrable and ( – γ )f is nabla integrable on [a,b]T. The function f is
said to be diamond integrable (or ♦-integrable) provided f is ♦-integrable on [a,b]T for
all a,b ∈ T.
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The ♦-integral has the following properties which are introduced in [].
Theorem . (see []) Assume that f , g : T→R are♦-integrable on [a,b]T. Let c ∈ [a,b]T
and λ ∈R. Then the following assertions hold true.
.
∫ a
a f (t)♦t = ;
.
∫ b
a f (t)♦t =
∫ c





a f (t)♦t = –
∫ a
b f (t)♦t;
. λf is ♦-integrable on [a,b]T and
∫ b
a λf (t)♦t = λ
∫ b
a f (t)♦t;
. f + g is ♦-integrable on [a,b]T and
∫ b
a (f + g)(t)♦t =
∫ b
a f (t)♦t +
∫ b
a g(t)♦t;
. fg is ♦-integrable on [a,b]T;
. for p > , |f |p is ♦-integrable on [a,b]T;
. if f (t)≤ g(t)for all t ∈ [a,b]T, then
∫ b
a f (t)♦t ≤
∫ b
a g(t)♦t;
. |f | is ♦-integrable on [a,b]T and |
∫ b
a f (t)♦t| ≤
∫ b
a |f (t)|♦t.
For more properties of the ♦-integral, please refer to [].
3 Main results
In the section, we establish and prove our main results.
Theorem . (Diamond integral Hölder’s inequality) Let f , g,h : T → R be ♦-integrable












Proof This proof is the same as the proof of Theorem  in []. Therefore, we omit it here.

Remark . For h(x) =  in Theorem ., inequality (.) reduces to inequality (.).
Theorem . (Diamond integral reverse Hölder’s inequality) Let f , g,h : T → R be
♦-integrable on [a,b]T,  < p <  with q = p/(p – ). If gq is ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, then
































∣∣h(τ )∣∣∣∣g(τ )∣∣q♦τ .
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Since both functions ξ (x) and γ (x) are ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, applying the following re-





q ≥ px +

qy, x, y > , < p < , /p + /q = 




























( |h(x)||f (x)|p∫ b






a |h(τ )||g(τ )|q♦τ
)
♦x = .
This leads to the desired inequality. 
Remark . For h(x) =  in Theorem ., inequality (.) is a reverse version of inequality
(.).
Combining Theorem . and Theorem ., we can establish the following generaliza-
tion.
Corollary . Let h, fj : T → R, pj ∈ R, j = , , . . . ,m, ∑mj= /pj = . If h and fj are
♦-integrable on [a,b]T, then the following assertions hold true.
















() For  < p < , pj < , j = , . . . ,m, f
pj
















Theorem . (Diamond integral Minkowski’s inequality) Let f , g,h : T → R, and p>. If
f , g and h are ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, then we have the following assertion:
(∫ b
a













Proof This proof is the same as the proof in Theorem  in []. So we omit it here. 
Remark . For h(x) =  in Theorem ., inequality (.) reduces to Theorem  in [].
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Theorem . (Diamond integral reverse Minkowski’s inequality) Let f , g,h : T→R, and
 < p < . If f , g and h are ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, then we have the following assertion:
(∫ b
a













Proof For  < p < , let s = p,

t =  – p, ak =m
p
k , bk = n
/p–
















































Applying inequality (.), we have



















∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣pW –p♦x =W –p
∫ b
a
∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣p♦x,
from the above result, we immediately arrive at Minkowski’s inequality and the theorem
is completely proved. 
From Theorem . and Theorem ., the following generalization is obtained.
Corollary . Let fj,h : T → R, j = , , . . . ,m. If fj and h are ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, then
the following assertions hold true.
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Next, we give an analogue of Corollary ..
Corollary . Let fj,h : T → R, j = , , . . . ,m. If fj and h are ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, then
the following assertions hold true.




























Proof () For p > , let s = p, r =  in Jensen’s inequality [], we obtain the following in-
equality:
∣∣f(x)∣∣ + ∣∣f(x)∣∣ + · · · + ∣∣fm(x)∣∣ ≥ (∣∣f(x)∣∣p + ∣∣f(x)∣∣p + · · · + ∣∣fm(x)∣∣p)/p,
from the above inequality, we obtain
∣∣h(x)∣∣(∣∣f(x)∣∣ + ∣∣f(x)∣∣ + · · · + ∣∣fm(x)∣∣)p ≥ ∣∣h(x)∣∣(∣∣f(x)∣∣p + ∣∣f(x)∣∣p + · · · + ∣∣fm(x)∣∣p),
by integrating the above inequality with respect to x, we obtain the desired result.
() For  < p < , let s = , r = p in Jensen’s inequality [], we have
∣∣f(x)∣∣ + ∣∣f(x)∣∣ + · · · + ∣∣fm(x)∣∣ ≤ (∣∣f(x)∣∣p + ∣∣f(x)∣∣p + · · · + ∣∣fm(x)∣∣p)/p,
it follows from the above inequality that
∣∣h(x)∣∣(∣∣f(x)∣∣ + ∣∣f(x)∣∣ + · · · + ∣∣fm(x)∣∣)p ≤ ∣∣h(x)∣∣(∣∣f(x)∣∣p + ∣∣f(x)∣∣p + · · · + ∣∣fm(x)∣∣p),
by integrating the above inequality with respect to x, the desired result is obtained. 
Now, we establish some improvements of diamond integral Minkowski’s inequality in
the following theorem.
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Theorem . Let f , g,h : T→R be ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, p > , s, t ∈R\{}, and s = t.
() Let p, s, t ∈R be diﬀerent such that s, t >  and (s – t)/(p – t) > . Then
∫ b
a




























() Let p, s, t ∈R be diﬀerent such that  < s <  and  < t <  and (s – t)/(p – t) < . Then
∫ b
a




























Proof () We have (s – t)/(p – t) > , and
∫ b
a
∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣p♦x =
∫ b
a
∣∣h(x)∣∣(∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣s)(p–t)/(s–t)(∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣t)(s–p)/(s–t)♦x,
by using Hölder’s inequality (.) with indices (s – t)/(p – t) and (s – t)/(s – p), we have
∫ b
a




∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣s♦x
)(p–t)/(s–t)(∫ b
a
∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣t♦x
)(s–p)/(s–t)
. (.)
On the other hand, by usingMinkowski’s inequality (.) for s >  and t > , respectively,
we can see that the following assertions hold true:
(∫ b
a



































From (.), (.) and (.), we obtain the desired result.
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() We have (s – t)/(p – t) <  and
∫ b
a




∣∣h(x)∣∣(∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣s)(p–t)/(s–t)(∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣t)(s–p)/(s–t)♦x,








∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣s♦x
)(p–t)/(s–t)(∫ b
a
∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣t♦x
)(s–p)/(s–t)
. (.)
On the other hand, in view of reverse Minkowski’s inequality (.) for the cases of  <
s <  and  < t < , we can see that the following assertions hold true:
(∫ b
a



































By (.), (.) and (.), we get the desired result. 
Remark .
() From Theorem ., for p > , letting s = p + ε, t = p – ε, when p, s, t are diﬀerent,
s, t > , and letting ε → , we obtain (.).
() From Theorem ., for  < p < , letting s = p + ε, t = p – ε, when p, s, t are diﬀerent,
 < s, t < , and letting ε → , we obtain (.).
Theorem. (Diamond integral Dresher’s inequality) Let f , g,h : T→R and  < r <  < p.
If f , g and h are ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, then we have the following assertion:
(∫ b
a |h(x)||f (x) + g(x)|p♦x∫ b
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∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣r♦x. (.)
From (.) and (.), we get (.). 
Corollary . Let fj,h : T → R,  < r <  < p, j = , , . . . ,m. If |fj| and h are ♦-integrable

















Theorem . (Diamond integral reverse Dresher’s inequality) Let f , g,h : T → R and
p ≤  ≤ r ≤ . If f , g , f p, gp and h are ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, then we have the follow-
ing assertion:
(∫ b
a |h(x)||f (x) + g(x)|p♦x∫ b

























, ak ≥ ,bk > , < p < ,































































































∣∣h(x)∣∣|f + g|r♦x. (.)















Assume that f (x) and g(x) are nonzero, let W , M, N be as in the proof of Theorem .,






























∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣pW –p♦x =W –p
∫ b
a
∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣p♦x.










∣∣h(x)∣∣∣∣f (x) + g(x)∣∣p♦x.













∣∣h(x)∣∣|f + g|p♦x. (.)
From (.) to (.), we obtain reverse Dresher’s inequality and the theorem is com-
pletely proved. 
Corollary . Let fj,h : T→R, p≤ ≤ r < , j = , , . . . ,m. If fj, f pj and h are ♦-integrable

















4 Some further generalizations of Hölder’s inequality
The aim of this section is to derive some new generalizations and reﬁnements of Hölder’s
inequality on time scales.
Theorem . Assume that T is a time scale, a,b ∈ T with a < b and pk > , αkj ∈ R (j =






k= αkj = , fj,h : T→R. If h and fj are♦-integrable
on [a,b]T, then the following assertions hold true.



















() For  < ps < , pk <  (k = , , . . . , s – ), f
+pkαkj
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pk =  and
∑s
k= αkj = , from a direct computation, it is
obvious to show that
s∏
k=







































































It follows from (.) and (.) that inequality (.) holds true.
() The proof of inequality (.) is similar to the proof of inequality (.), by (.), (.)
















Based on (.) and (.) , it follows that inequality (.) holds true. 
Remark . Taking s = m, αkj = –/pk for j = k and αkk =  – /pk , inequalities (.) and
(.) are respectively reduced to (.) and (.).
It is easy to see that many existing inequalities related to Hölder’s inequality are special
cases of inequalities (.) and (.). For example, we have the following.
Corollary . Under the assumptions of Theorem ., taking s = m, αkj = –t/pk for j = k
and αkk = t( – /pk) with t ∈R, the following assertions hold true.
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Theorem . Assume that T is a time scale, a,b ∈ T with a < b and pk > , r ∈ R,
αkj ∈ R (j = , , . . . ,m, k = , , . . . , s), ∑sk= pk = r,
∑s
k= αkj = , fj,h : T → R. If fj and h are
♦-integrable on [a,b]T, then the following assertions hold true.



















() For  < rps < , rpk <  (k = , , . . . , s – ), f
+rpkαkj



























rpk = . Then by (.) we immediately
obtain inequality (.).








rpk = , by (.), we immedi-
ately have inequality (.). This completes the proof. 
From Theorem ., we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary . Under the assumptions of Theorem ., and let s = , p = p, p = q, αj =
–αj = αj, then the following assertions hold true.
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Now we present a reﬁnement of inequalities (.) and (.), respectively.
Theorem . Under the assumptions of Theorem ., the following assertions hold true.




































is a nonincreasing function with a≤ c≤ b.



















































Next, we prove that ϕ(c) is a nonincreasing function with a ≤ c ≤ b. Applying the fol-



























aiai · · ·ais
= aa · · ·as + aa · · ·as



























, k = ,  . . . , s,













































































































































It follows from the above result that ϕ(c) is a nonincreasing function with a≤ c≤ b. Hence
ϕ(b)≤ ϕ(c)≤ ϕ(a), we obtained the desired result.
() The proof of inequality (.) is similar to the proof of inequality (.), so we omit
it here. 
5 A subdividing of diamond integral Hölder’s inequality
In this section, we give a subdividing of Hölder’s inequality as follows.
Theorem . Let f , g,h : T → R be ♦-integrable on [a,b]T, and s, t ∈ R, and let p = (s –
t)/( – t), q = (s – t)/(s – ).










































Proof () Let p = s–t–t and in view of s <  < t or s >  > t, we have
p = s – t – t > ,
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by Hölder’s inequality (.) with indices s–t–t and
s–t
















On the other hand, from Hölder’s inequality again for p = s–t–t > , it follows that the


























From (.), (.) and (.), it follows that the case () of Theorem . holds true.
() Let p = s–t–t and in view of s > t >  or s < t < , we have
p = s – t – t < 




















On the other hand, from reverse Hölder’s inequality again for  < p = s–t–t <  or p =
s–t
–t <


























From (.), (.) and (.), it follows that the case () of Theorem . holds true. 
Remark . For T =R, Theorem . reduces to the results in [].
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